Description and Rationale
Title
Palaistinē, a Greek PLO Serial

Project Description*
The PLO worked with its international offices to print serials abroad. This periodical is a
monthly run printed in Athens, mainly in Greek, from 1984 to 1986.

Reasons for Consideration*
This Greek PLO serial is not found in other US collections, and it should be digitized to make
PLO publications more accessible. It is a source for international relations with the group,
shedding light on a history of Palestinian-Greek interactions. Past MEMP projects have also
included the Japanese publication the PLO produced in Tokyo. To have this Greek publication
digitized alongside it expands the pool of accessible resources from this organization.

Authors
PLO, Munaẓẓamat al-Taḥrīr al-Filasṭīnīyah

Publishers
Athens, PLO

Proposal Contributors
Deborah Schlein, Near Eastern Studies librarian, Princeton University

Details and Sources
Resource Types*
-

Printed Ephemera
Serials

Regions*
-

Central and Eastern Europe
Middle East and North Africa

Countries of Origin*
Greece, Palestine

Major Languages
Greek, Arabic

Source Format*
-

Paper

Target Format
[Designate the format into which the content will be reformatted. All options are listed below,
please maintain those that apply and remove those that do not.]
Digital

Identifiers
OCLC number - 177805066

Links
Princeton library record - https://catalog.princeton.edu/catalog/9947348473506421
Worldcat record https://www.worldcat.org/title/palaistine/oclc/177805066&referer=brief_results

Source and Holdings
[Provide a structured table of holdings and their sources. Gap information can also be
highlighted in dedicated rows. Use a separate table for each title if the proposal details multiple
titles.]
Location

Format

Holdings/Range

Notes

[Institution and
holding location]

[Source
format]

[Holding statement]

[Condition comments, etc.]

Princeton
University

Paper Serial

Teuch. 1 (Apr. 1984)-teuch.

16 issues + 2 special issues

Location

Format

Holdings/Range

Notes

[Institution and
holding location]

[Source
format

[Holding statement]

[Condition comments, etc.]

16 (Phev. 1986)

Source and Holdings Notes
The collection covers April 1984 to February 1986 in 18 total issues, 16 mostly monthly ones
and 2 special issues. There appear to be no gaps.

Physical Details
Made of paper, each folio is printed on both sides, equating 2 pages. 12 issues have 16 pages.
The September special issues have 8 pages, and one issue has 18 pages, and three others have 24
pages. A few issues have page inserts. The total number of pages for this collection, including
the inserts, is 298 pages.

Existing Reformatted Materials
None of the components of this title have been digitized.

Intellectual Property Considerations
The material was printed between 1984 and 1986. Copyright law applies, so this will need to be
hosted on CRL’s servers, but there are no other intellectual property considerations that need to
be taken into account.

